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Sterling Machine Co. President Robert Struzziero, right, and computer numerical control machine 

leadman George Cabrera work at Sterling Machine Co. in Lynn in this April 2011 Item file photo. 
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By Thor Jourgensen / The Daily Item 

LYNN — A small machine parts plant on a downtown side street is proving why manufacturing 

is still important to the New England economy, said Sterling Machine’s president and his new 

affiliate firm owner. 

 

Sterling President Robert Struzziero and Connecticut-based Horst Engineering and 

Manufacturing Company President Scott Livingston deepened a years-old relationship this week 

with Sterling’s acquisition by Horst. 

 

Livingston said the acquisition makes 33-employee Sterling a new Horst affiliate firm. 

 

“Scott and I agree that nothing but improvements lies ahead of us,” Struzziero said. 

 

Sterling manufactures high-tolerance machine parts and counts General Electric’s River Works 

aircraft engine plant as one of its principal customers. Livingston said Horst’s work includes 

precision machining parts used in aircraft landing gears, cabin pressure systems and other 

components, and supplying material to machine firms like Sterling. 

 

“We’ve been doing business for 30 years,” said Struzziero. 

 

Struzziero said Sterling, located at 23 Farrar St., will keep its name, current workforce and 
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location under the affiliation agreement, and Struzziero said he will serve as a company 

consultant for a year before retiring. 

 

“This is a great fit for both companies. There are quite a lot of similarities in our processes. 

We’re going to be a separate operation and they will bring in a lot of new technology,” he said. 

 

Livingston and Struzziero said advances in aircraft engine technology means more machine work 

for firms like Horst and Sterling, especially with engine production focusing on smaller, 

economic aircraft power plants. 

 

Livingston said Lynn and East Hartford, where Horst is based, are similar cities that once thrived 

with large-scale manufacturing and are now seeing precision machinery expand as an industry 

requiring skilled workers. 

 

“This is a vote of confidence for high precision manufacturing in New England,” he said. 

 

Thor Jourgensen can be reached at tjourgensen@itemlive.com.  
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